CITING RESEARCH DATABASES APA STYLE

The following guidelines are taken from *Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association* (7th edition).

**GENERAL RULES**

See APA 9.3, 9.34, and 9.35

1. Follow the rules for citing a print copy of the source.

2. Complete the citation with the DOI (Digital Object Identifier) for all works that have one.
   a. Use this format: [https://doi.org/xxxxx](https://doi.org/xxxxx)
      
   
   b. Do not place a period after the DOI

   c. When a DOI is long or complex, you may use shortDOIs. Use the shortDOI service provided by the International DOI Foundation ([http://shortdoi.org](http://shortdoi.org)) to create shortDOIs.

3. Do not provide the database name or URL (Uniform Resource Locator).

**E-BOOK**

**Citation with Edition and DOI**

Author. (Year of publication). *Book title* (x ed.). Publisher Name. [https://doi.org/xxxxx](https://doi.org/xxxxx)

**No Edition and DOI not available**

Author. (Year of publication). *Book title*. Publisher Name.
Examples

EBSCO eBook without edition; DOI not available


EBSCO eBook with edition; DOI not available


JOURNAL ARTICLE

Citation with DOI

Author. (Year of publication). Article title. Journal Title, Volume number(Issue number), page numbers.

https://doi.org/xxxxxx

DOI not available

Author. (Year of publication). Article title. Journal Title, Volume number(Issue number), page numbers.

Examples

Citation with DOI


DOI not available

**MAGAZINE ARTICLE**

**Citation with DOI and Issue Number**

Author (Year of publication, month day). Article title. *Magazine Title, Volume Number*(Issue number), page numbers. https://doi.org/xxxxxx

**Issue Number and DOI not available**

Author (Year of publication, month day). Article title. *Magazine Title, Volume Number*, page numbers.

**Examples**

**DOI not available**


**Volume number, issue number, page numbers, and DOI not available**


**NEWSPAPER ARTICLE**

**Citation with DOI**

Author. (Year of publication, month day). Article title. *Newspaper Title*, page numbers.

https://doi.org/xxxxxx

**DOI not available**

Author. (Year of publication, month day). Article title. *Newspaper Title*, page numbers.
Examples

DOI not available


DOI and page numbers not available